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Yuan Wu's heart was not strong enough, that slash had defeated 60% of his internal energy, he
wanted to perform that slash again, but his internal energy was not enough, it was unbearable,
depressing, angry!

Yuan Wu turned his head to look at Lin Hao, whose body was covered in blood!

Overpowered beyond recognition, Yuan Mo twisted his head to look in the

direction of Hua Xia, Wang Ming! You damned piece of shit, if Lin Hao is killed, Dragon Sect's
research group, I'll just dismantle it! Directly lay off straight away, I can't believe that Kirin Qin
Long Yang Hu would disagree!

"A bunch of trash! So many years of research, nothing has been researched, and
the weights are still so high! Putting up with you guys for a few years, do you really think you're
something?" Yuan Wu cursed angrily in his heart!

Lin Hao wasn't badly injured, but the Forest Wolf T4000 wasn't much better
either!

Before, it was Lin Hao who had pressed the Forest Wolf T4000 and had also

injured the ForestWolf T4000, but now it was the other way around? The Forest Wolf T4000 is

now a counter? But it doesn't mean that the Wolf of the Forest T4000 is intact!



The two are not even close to each other! Of course, if we are to compare who is in
better shape, the Wolf T4000 still has a slight advantage!

The main thing is that the Wolf of the Forest T4000 now dares to fight, whereas
before he was afraid to fight! Cowering, he had been pushed back by Lin Hao.

Now he dared to fight, and directly brought out his T4000 level strength!
Naturally the dominance that comes with it is much stronger!

Lin Hao's entire body was weak under the 100% Extreme Dao power exerted,
and while he was invoking the Forest Wolf T4000's chattering killing moves, he looked over to

Yuan Wu's side, who was displaying a weaker dominance than the Forest Wolf T4000
suppressing himself, but Yuan Wu was in good shape!

And although his own form was poor, he was feeling himself more and more as he

fought!

He wasn't afraid of losing, nor was he afraid of dying! He had only one aim, and
that was to snatch the Heart of Regeneration! It was useless for anyone to stand in the way!

Even if he dies! He would not let the Heart of Regeneration stray!

Forbidden Zone 51!



The Mechanical Legion meeting room!

Deputy Captain Golden Hook radiates a strong killing intent, damn it! And
Arashiyama was dead?

They were still in the middle of a heated discussion about what was going on
down there, but this King of China madman was so crazy as to give his back to a man no less
powerful than himself, what a fucking bastard!

He looked at the situation at hand now, the Forest Wolf T4000 was bursting out

as strong as he should be, but Yuanwu against White Dwarf! White Dwarf was getting beaten up

by him!

White Dwarf's strength without his Origin Body is similar to that of an average
T3000! Of course, if we were to compare, he might be more powerful than the T3000 on the

giant shark's side, but this is not the time to compare!

Because the battle was still going on!

He didn't have a backstop!

He didn't dare to decide which side the situation would ultimately end up on! His
mind is broken, this was his advantage, because of the fear of the Wolf of the Forest T4000 and

his inexperience in combat!



Although he was now bursting forth with the dominance he should have had, it
was too late! A full time death late!

Damn it!

"Giant Shark, all your men, pull them all back now and give me the harshest of all

the adventures! If you don't finish, you'd better not return to my headquarters! Damn it!" The
second-in-command captain eventually couldn't help but roar.
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He had no patience at this moment!

The giant shark T4000 stared at Lin Hao with a grim face, gritting his teeth and
shouting to those around him, "All of you, come back to the calendar! Anyone who doesn't pass
early enough will not be able to load up on the resurrection function!"

The other two T3000 and two T4000 cyborgs in the conference room struggled

for a little while before they all slowly got up!

Their faces were incomparably ugly and they felt humiliated!



Especially the T4000 level cyborgs, they hated the death of the Forest Wolf

T4000!

It was their worst fear, and then it finally came! Although they had pitted

Arashiyama silly, they didn't get much benefit from it ......

The deputy captain looked at the two T4000 level cyborgs, thought for a moment
and then said, "T4000 level don't need to attend now, now in the tense moment of the great war,
if you go there and delay, you may not know what the situation will become when you come out."

For the sake of the greater good, the deputy captain had to say so. After all, the
situation that followed was one he didn? t know what the next situation would be. know what it

would be like, plus they looked like they had a lot of people, but not many of them could be of

use, and once Mega Shark lost the main warring faction forces, then the conspiracy faction led by

Joker was afraid that they would have to trip themselves up!

The two factions exist in a constrained relationship, but once Giant Shark loses his
power to do battle, he will take most of his time to confront Joker! This is something he doesn't
want to see, infighting, he has actually wanted to exterminate this idea for a long time, but does he
dare? He wouldn't dare. ......

Giant shark smells straight up joy!

What was originally thought of was using the Forest Wolf T4000 for the lives of

Arashiyama and White Dwarf, and now it's almost a done deal! As for his own people going to the
harshest adventure, so be it, anyway, the ForestWolf T4000 performed so poorly in the front that

everyone could accept it!



Now the second-in-command captain was keeping his right hand man, could he

not be happy? It's not like he'd run out of people to use for the T3000, but once the T4000 was

rebuilt, he wouldn't really have much say in the matter.

Good thing now, no more such worries!

A great victory!

The giant shark was incomparably relieved, sweeping away the haze of his
previous gloomy mood.

The clown was full of joy, but as he listened, he realised that this was not a big

stick and a date. The fact that he was so blatantly biased, he really didn't expect it, so that means
that it was all an act!

And this play has been re-enacted since early in the morning? The purpose was to

make fun of himself?

The Joker stared at the second-in-command captain for a few moments, his heart
irritated beyond belief. He looked at the giant shark and in his eyes he saw joy!

Yes! The joy of victory!



Naturally Joker knew what this was about! Not yet the Forest Wolf T4000 might

win, but Arashiyama and White Dwarf, who were particularly close to him, might actually die!

He had thought he had added two generals to his team, and now they were gone!
But the giant shark that killed them didn't get the corresponding punishment?

Could he believe them when they said there was no deal? He didn't!

But even if he had a grievance in his heart, he didn't dare to say it to his face, it
was too important for him to question!
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With his heart harbouring fire, the Joker stared hard at White Dwarf with a grim face? Flicking

zero closed love zero love yi lu? The battle with Yuan Wu! He couldn't wait to rush forward and
kill these two himself!

Suddenly as if he thought of something, Joker said to his second-in-command

Captain, "Captain, Arashiyama is dead, if White Dwarf is dead! Even if we win, I feel like we've
lost out! And judging from the current situation, once YuanWu decapitates White Dwarf and calls

it quits, there is a great possibility that he will join forces with the King of China, and by then the

Forest Wolf T4000 will also be dead for sure!"

Today's Joker was no longer talking about Lin Hao, but was tacitly
acknowledging that Lin Hao was the King of China!



It can be imagined that he still has some recognition for Lin Hao!

Strong in strength, strong in heart, experienced in fighting, with a strong psyche,
keen perception, and bold ideas, as well as the courage to act, such a strong man deserves the

name King of China!

Giant Shark also nodded, he recognized what Joker said, but well, if she went to
support now, she still somehow could not accept it, at least, at least wait for White Dwarf to die,
and then go to support, otherwise he could not accept it!

The giant shark saw the Joker's eyes and didn't say anything, but simply ignored
the look the Joker was projecting, instead lowering his head and fiddling with the coffee table as

if he was blaming himself in general.

The deputy captain's heart was furious, at this time the giant shark still had to play
his own little game, did he not know that the situation was so bad today? If only he had agreed,
he could have sent his men to support him! Of course maybe say not for support, but to kill Yuan
Wu and Lin Hao! He was really too heartbroken to trust anyone else ......

He knew that next even if he said he had sent strong people to support him, the
giant shark might not agree. He stared at the giant shark and said, "I think the clown has a point!
Of course he might still be a bit one-sided, killing Yuan Wu and Lin Hao is the top priority at the

moment! Don't look at the Forest Wolf T4000 to have the upper hand, but once we don't kill
them, there's a chance that Yuanwu will close in and come over to fight two to one, and then the

Forest Wolf T4000 will definitely be no match!"



After a pause, the deputy captain continued, "Of course I'm talking about the

current situation, have you ever thought that even if it's the best situation, Yuanwu kills White

Dwarf. The Forest Wolf T4000 killed the King of China, but!"

When Giant Shark heard this he immediately raised his head ready to stir things
up, but was subdued by the sharp gaze of the deputy captain, causing him not to speak up and say

'isn't that the situation we want, killing the Chinese King and then the Forest Wolf T4000 still

unable to fight a Grand Master'?

The second-in-command captain continued, "But at that point, the Forest Wolf

T4000 still has the extra heart to be able to muster the relative strength to actually kill Yuanwu!
That's the good side of it, but what about the bad side? If Yuanwu kills White Dwarf and joins

forces again to kill Lin Hao, who has not been solved by Forest Wolf T400 during this time, then
Forest Wolf T4000 will still have to die!"

Joker hurriedly said, "I think what the captain said is right."

The giant shark this time saw Joker speak up and said hurriedly, he didn't think it
was such a situation,: "I think the deputy is a bit over worried.With such a huge advantage, there's
no way the Forest Wolf T4000 can't kill the King of China! And even if we send over support, on
the one hand is whether we can send, on the other hand is whether the people sent over can arrive
in a short time, and finally, even if the people sent over arrive, will they be able to participate in
the battle? Even if they can, who can guarantee that the Bear Kingdom will really sit back and

wait for death? Will the other two of China's four guardians really not come and kill us? Once we

provoke the other Great Town Guards to also advance to Grand Master, then wouldn't our plans be
shattered by ourselves! That's all I have to say."
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When Giant Shark said the last, he gave a direct dose of something that they wanted to stifle, and
if they sent support there, would it not touch the bottom line of China? Letting someone like Qin

Long and Yang Hu also dare Yuan Wu to advance to Grand Master?

As for Taotie, he might not be able to close down and come over to support, after
all, he has to suppress that unstable group of oldies in China ......

The deputy captain was silent at his words, and this was the situation he was most
worried about.

Seeing that the deputy captain was silent, the joker could not help but laugh coldly
in his heart, he thought you deputy captain had something outstanding, but it turned out that you

were just acting in front of me again!

He smiled and said to the two strong men, "I have concerns about your worries, so
I feel that this time I can't send some small robots, nor can I send those whose strength is not up
to par!"

When he said that he was not strong enough, he could not help but add more

syllables.

This annoyed the giant shark, "Then who do you want to send? Send you?"

The second-in-command captain also looked at the Joker.



Only to see the Joker smiling at his words, "Yes, that's me going!"

The giant shark froze and looked at Joker in some disbelief, he was willing to take
such a big risk? This ......

The second-in-command captain couldn't help but say, "Joker this time is not the
time to be impetuous, the giant shark is right, even if you go out, you can be sure to reach the high
seas, this journey, but the difficulties, obstruction. And if the Bear Kingdom eventually intervenes

as well, there's a chance you won't make it back, so I won't accept your offer." The deputy captain
finally refused, he did not like to see the Joker go out at this time to encounter danger, this danger
may be weak, but he also can not accept the Joker this level of strong people encounter accidents,
and once the Joker encounter accidents, so many people around him are unstable factors, he dare
not risk ......

As the deputy captain feared, he looked at those great generals under Joker's
banner, a group of people who were stunned and shocked, but inside their eyes were all revealing
looks of admiration!

No need to think, this is the aura emanating from the leader! The Joker's ability to
buy people's hearts at this time was at its peak.

"Oh, if I want to go, no one can stop me. Above the sea? So what. A few of you

here, I don't think anyone can stop us from going to the open sea if we want to! It's just that some
people don't want to go, and whether you want to go or not is up to you, but I don't want to see
my friends and family die again! And I don't believe that Giant Shark would watch the Forest

Wolf T4000 die senselessly, do you? I also don't want to believe that Captain Deputy would give
up a T4000 level powerhouse, do I?" Joker said with a great sense of righteousness.



With that one sentence out, Giant Shark shut up straight away, if he dared to say

anything about not being able to go at this time, then these two T4000 level cyborgs under him

would hold the same sentiment towards him. Giant Shark wouldn't dare take that bet!

The second-in-command captain was also silent, the words had come to this?
Close the ground Wu Lu Shan Yi Serving Wu? If he still disagreed, he would lose hearts and

minds himself ......

Headache ah, headache beyond compare.

"All right then, remember, you have to be more careful. The distance is a bit far,
but with your strength, in less than three minutes, you should be able to feel it!" Said the

second-in-command captain as he flung out an object and said to Joker, "This is a
fourth-generation booster, you can use this and arrive in two minutes! Assuming, of course, that
no one is in your way!"

As the second-in-command captain pulled out the Generation IV booster, the
faces of those present changed dramatically, was the Generation IV finally being researched?
They had heard this news in private, but they had never really seen the actual product of the

Fourth Generation!
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Now I've seen it!



The giant shark stared at the scene with narrowed eyes, which meant that in the
end, the joker had taken all the benefits? He stared at the second-in-command, were these two
acting? He must have been, sending all his men away and then eventually pulling out the Quad

Boosters in front of everyone, telling his men that he was the one who had screwed them. Damn
the deputy captain, a good game!

Of course the giant shark didn't say it now, wouldn't he be looking for death if he
said it now? The deputy captain was a real half-saint level powerhouse!

And what is his philosophy? The Great Unification of the Mechanical Legion ......

The clown flew out of the fifty-one restricted area, extremely fast, and
disappeared in the blink of an eye, with no one seeing his trail.

Inside a dark room inside the restricted area, a black man stared at the

disappearing trail of the Joker, and at this moment, he revealed a smile: "We, win. With the IV

booster, no one can have the speed of the Joker!"

He was finally smiling, but of course with his status and strength, he could have

paid no attention to these minor issues ......

But because the items he was concerned about, joked with him and said that the

people he was training were all wastes, that's why he had to pay more attention ......



Above the high seas, a huge aircraft carrier slowly recommended, the huge bear
on top of it angled forward, directly killing the high seas area, countless people warships for the
shock!

The chief officer on top of M's warship roared in anger: "Damned Maoists, how
dare you break the constraints! I'll make you pay the price for your blatant threats to our soldiers!"

"Calling HQ to HQ, requesting carrier support!"

It was a moment like world news exploding! No, it was like a world war, and the
sudden entry of the Bear Kingdom meant that the situation had changed again!

I mean, where has the situation changed? Who is the number one enemy of the

Bears? The M's, of course? What does it mean that he is now openly moving into the high seas?
It means that M is in great danger!

Yuan Wu was also shocked. The Bear Country's open advance was a warning of
danger, meaning that M had sent another powerful enemy? This damned M country, is it really
going to start a world war? Don't you see so many warships watching? Once anyone fires the first

salvo, it will be followed by a loud cannonball blast!

Countless ships have war, the huge aircraft carrier of the Bear Kingdom is

majestically advancing, in his route, countless warships converge, the military flag above can

always be seen? The flag is always visible? A bit of red, like the Macro of the day!



On the East Asian side, China looks like it is isolated, but this is the style of a
great power! Of course the rhythm here is not really as imaginary as the scene seen, not far away,
there is a group of fighting warships assembling, a group of warships, it is not clear to which
faction they belong to, but the combat power formed is so strong that no one dares to ignore it!

The situation was beginning to look grim, like it was unexpected, but on reflection,
it was within expectation!

The ancient dragon of China is once again on top of the world, an inevitable part of
history and a necessary part of the train tracks! However, they are not just dragons that existed in
the distant past, but dragons that have always been alive, only to doze off at times!

The Dragon Gate!

Qin Long and Yang Hu were sitting inside an ancient architectural palace, but of
course it was not a gilded imperial court, but rather like the door to a king's palace or something
like that. The two sitting in the upper seat were dull and not happening, in the two rows sitting
were similar to the existence of great generals, on the left were strong and powerful men of great

strength, on the right were some people with glasses, like researchers.
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The representative sitting at the head of this faction was Wang Ming, and at this moment his face
was very ugly, the high and mighty Wang Ming was now afraid to look at the others!

Not only him, but also the group of people who were usually very respectful, but
now everyone except Wang Ming had a bad look on their faces!



Wang Ming couldn't imagine why he, who normally had such a strong voice, was
being crushed by countless people today? Even some martial artists with very low status dared to

refute himself? What qualifications did this group of limbless martial artists have to speak about

themselves?

For the sake of a Yuanwu who had almost been reduced to a waste? Just because

he contradicted Yuan Wu? But Yuan Wu was already wasted now, so to cross him, a top
researcher, for the sake of a wasted man? He didn't think it was worth it! He felt that this group
of people were really just simple-minded ......

But in the face of so many people, he still selectively kept quiet, but at the bottom
of his heart he had a grudge against Lin Hao and Yuan Wu!

Shouldn't the remnants of the old era be left to die inside time? And the old era

heads of state should have been left to die in time.

Wang Ming knew the general trend, so he did not open his mouth to say anything
more, but kept his head down and listened quietly.

Qin Long, a middle-aged man with a country face and long hair tied up in a city

a crown of hair, stared down, especially at this group of eyesore fellows! How could they have the

virtue to sit in a conference room with them?



I don't know what Taotie was thinking, sparing himself to subdue that group of

oldies and wasting his own cultivation time in exchange for such an opportunity, and now well,
this situation has arisen!

China's peerless fighting force is now in a quagmire! The surveillance from far

away on the M side saw a residual shadow going away, like a 4th generation booster, plus a super
power, they didn't need to guess, they knew it was going for support!

And what about their own side? Unless it was a full force, which? The other side?
And unless they were all out in force, how could they be a match for the other side?

And it's all because of this group of researchers who have no brains but the ability
to think!

"Perhaps there are still some people present who do not know the situation on the

high seas today, we are all fighting for China! So I think it is necessary for you all to know

something about the situation." Qin Long spoke once more, breaking this dead silence, already the
resentment in all of you, he was also very uncomfortable, but silence cannot solve the problem!

After saying that Qin Long glanced at Yang Hu, who just nodded, and from his

face it could be seen that he was also in a very unhappy mood, his face was very gloomy.

Qin Long then spoke: "On the high seas, the warships of various countries have
now taken sides, no longer just exerting pressure like before! It's as if the situation has definitely
escalated at this time!"



Qin Long said here and deliberately paused.

Some people were concerned about the situation on the high seas before, while
others weren't, they just knew the situation was bad!

But now that Qin Long had pointed it out, those who were speculating knew in a

unified manner that the situation might have really reached an irreversible point!

What does it mean to stand in line?

In other words, if we don't stand in line at this moment, the next moment we fight,
we will hurt our friends by mistake! Another meaning is that the war has reached an irreversible

stage!

Even the most stupid person knows that the situation has reached a certain point!

"Those who were under the illusion of giving us five to ten years can put that away
at this moment! Of course the start was made by Lin Hao, a man who is an uncertainty to all the
nations of the world!We can't judge him on his merits, after all, China is not a one-man China, no
matter what! And it is difficult for everyone here to represent China, so all certain people present
should stop holding their pride!"
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"When the Dragon Sect was first established, it was to protect China from threats, from powerful

enemies and from some mysterious organizations! Not to allow certain people to embrace their

troops or power! I knew in my heart that Xiao Ce Shang Cai had been stopped before, and who

stopped it, I won't say much about it, but the curative words were in my hands. I have looked at
it carefully and thought about it seriously, only I know that now is not the time to settle this matter,
but I tell you anyway! This matter is not over, and when the battle on the high seas is over, I will
personally seek to settle the score! Therefore, everyone present will not be able to leave this
meeting room from now until the end of the Great War!"

When Qin Long said the last sentence, it was with anger, with sadness, with
helplessness!

They were asked by their superiors if they could go to reinforce them, and they

refused because they couldn't, not that they couldn't, but they knew that once they did, the
reinforcements would certainly die!

So, on the high seas, they were already desperate! Just the cause of this fiasco?
The reason for this fiasco? If it wasn't for this group of dried-up guys, they wouldn't even have to
be so upset because the other side had already conceded defeat!

As long as Wang Ming, the idiot, didn't go and make that phone call to stop

Yuanwu from going up there! At that time, the Forest Wolf T4000 would definitely die!

And this Wang Ming idiot, who couldn't research anything useful on his own, yet
had to ask for so much, saying that the T4000 was extremely noble and couldn't be killed!

What a damn ......



Although at that time, they also hoped to be captured alive, they also equally knew
that Lin Hao would definitely not stop ......

Because within this group of people, someone coveted the Heart of Regeneration!

That is a very terrifying divine treasure in Western Europe, having it is like having
a second life ......

Such a divine treasure, everyone would covet it ......

Wang Ming lowered his head, his heart hid countless resentment malice, he called
that phone, did not he have other people's meaning? He did want to build merit quickly, but
Dragon Gate is not something he can say one way or the other!What could he do about something

that big? Did he dare to stand on Yuanwu's head without relying on daring to do so?

Of course, at such a moment, he didn't dare to say anything, he could only

silently accept the reprimand!

Yang Hu, who had been silent, scanned the circle before shaking his head again: "I
really hate it, I hate that I can't hold up this sky all by myself! Why else would I have built this

Dragon Sect? Brother Long, is the path taken by Brother Wu the right one? He has advanced to

Grand Master, and the combat power that he has burst forth with is now definitely something that

the three of us combined cannot match!"



Qin Long was also lost in thought, and as for everyone else in the hall, they were
both ignored by the two of them!

To be honest, apart from Yuan Wu and Taotie who were willing to mess with the

Dragon Sect, the two of them were really not very willing to put in the effort to come up here!

After all, it delayed cultivation!

"The gas that overflowed from the Eastern side, was it possible to analyse
anything?" Qin Long asked.

Yang Hu shook his head, "If I hadn't been shouted back, maybe these two people
would have gone away and I would have gone deeper, then I would have inevitably learned

something."

Qin Long sighed, hearing this news gave him another pang, it was really a house
full of rain, and he could not stop drinking water!

There was no solution!

The hall was silent, after being delayed by Yang Hu, a more negative attitude
plunged inside the blood of every martial artist's body.
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Qin Long had already spoken, so the group of them couldn't ask questions again, they could only
stop talking and feel this stifling silently!

As for the researchers, they naturally did not dare to say anything more, after all,
this meeting was aimed at them! If they dared to speak up, they would really be beaten to

death ......

But they are not too willing to refute it either! After all, they mainly do scientific

research, and have not experienced the kind of tension and oppression brought about by the war

years, but also in this relatively peaceful era inside the living people, how can they know the

hardships ......

The groups of strengths of the super human genetic phenomenon are meeting, after
all, the groups of strengths are now an organization under the ZF department and they need to

meet and report a specific solution under the leadership of the ZF.

Or if they can fight, or if they can't fight or some such solution, and not? erly

flicking the woo-woo-shan-woo? s private in there talking about it and making personal

decisions.

But when these organizations saw that M had sent out a T4000 level powerhouse,
most of them chose to avoid it! The M's are the only ones who have ever seen the M's. The M's
are the only ones who have ever seen the M's. The M's are the only ones who have ever seen the
M's. The M's are the only ones who have ever seen the M's. The M's are the only ones who have
ever seen the M's. The M's are the only ones who have ever seen the M's. Some doubted the truth,
but most were convinced, after all, since that moment, M has become even more arrogant,



capturing most of the world's sacred treasures, otherwise it would not have developed three

generations so quickly, and now even see the appearance of the fourth generation of boosters!

When the booster appears, then it means that the core chip of the fourth generation
has been developed, and given some time to reproduce the skills and compile the corresponding

code, they will be able to replace it with the fourth generation of robots! At that time, no one will
be able to stop the M's anger ......

This is the reason why the powerhouse organizations are under the jurisdiction of
the ZF, because even the strongest powerhouse can't beat technology! Such as the holy lord of M,
when faced with a nuclear bomb will also weigh his strength to see if he can withstand the power
of an atomic bomb!

Above the high seas!

A terrifying aura in the distance gradually approached, and Lin Hao instantly burst
forth in a dark and incomparable black line, like an abyss enveloping in, the surroundings became
dark and an extremely dangerous aura engulfed the four people present!

The Extreme Dao, at this moment, had advanced!

The moment the powerful aura came to suppress, an unprecedented desire to resist
erupted within Lin Hao's body!



Lin Hao dared to leave his back to the Forest Wolf T4000 and White Dwarf

because he was on the verge of enlightenment, and he was betting again on whether he would

eventually complete his enlightenment or whether he would simply be killed!

Obviously he was right!

It was at the same time that he felt that it wasn't just Blackened Lin Hao who was

crazy, but that he himself was a crazy person too! Only in the face of this madness, he had one

thing to keep him sane, and that was Shen Xiyan!

Without the existence of Shen Xiyan, then Blackened Lin Hao would be Lin Hao

Ben Lin!

It turns out that everything that happens in the world can be traced back, he didn't
exist for no reason, nor did he appear without having to come, but rather at the inevitable moment,
the inevitable thing that appeared! It's like the trance you think you're in at some point in time, as
if for a moment you feel like you've done this before, only you've never done it before no matter
how much you remember, but such a feeling has an unmistakable reality!
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Blackened Lin Hao, was this existence? Lin Hao only pondered for a short while before shaking

his head and disappearing the thought!

Now at the moment was not the time to feel this, all he had to do was to use his

current strength!



Kill the Forest Wolf T4000!

He had no intention of stopping the fight!

No matter who came today, he would kill him!

Forest Wolf T4000 was wrapped in a thick killing intent, strong as he was, his
sense of smell was incomparably keen, and the moment this terrifying aura burst out, he felt he
was in an incomparably dangerous situation!

White Dwarf also panicked for a moment, and with such a panic, he was directly
hit by Yuan Wu's slash on his arm!

An arrow of blood shot out, and at the same time he? He lost his arm! He lost an
arm!

It was too strong! Yuan Wu's strength was simply terrifying, just a trance, such a
small break, and Yuan Wu was able to grab it viciously and deliver a fierce blow! This was
perhaps an experienced and powerful man!

Bursting back dozens of metres before White Dwarf jumped out of this dangerous
darkness, he ignored the pain and shouted to Forest Wolf T4000: "Exit this weird dark space!
ForestWolf T4000 don't be blindly chasing after Lin Hao! He can't kill him!We only need to be



passive and defensive now, in a minute, our reinforcements will arrive! That's a super powerhouse,
I can feel his aura, it's strong and familiar! He's countless times more powerful than you!"

The Forest Wolf T4000 violently burst back tens of metres, approaching towards
White Dwarf's sound source, in an instant Lin Hao chased after him with a punch, hitting White

Dwarf's defence shield, the energy aura instantly floated on it like a ripple going back and forth,
but cracks had already appeared on it!

Horrified, the ForestWolf T4000 hurriedly swung a fierce claw towards Lin Hao!
Five silvery manes with murderous intent tore through the air, and Lin Hao had to avoid them and

retreat several steps back!

The darkness disappeared, and now Lin Hao's aura grew again.

Yuan Wu felt some of Lin Hao's aura and inquired, "You've become stronger
again?"

Lin Hao nodded slightly, wiped a handful of blood from the corner of his mouth,
and stared at White Dwarf and Forest Wolf T4000 with a deadly stare, where as he stared at

Forest Wolf T4000, it was like locking onto a weak prey!

Forest Wolf T4000's eyelids jumped wildly.



White Dwarf grunted, "Don't panic now, we just need to avoid the defences! Once
our reinforcements arrive, the two of them will be dead for sure! I'm really not T4000 level,
otherwise these two would have died under us! Damn it!"

White Dwarf's mind was a bit exploded, he was an infiltrator, originally such a

person would end up appearing to pit a strong person, but now he appeared, the effect of the pit
was not achieved, instead one of their own people even died, how could they easily accept this.

It was also blamed, blamed on the fact that this T4000 level cyborg around him

was a complete waste, and a waste of a waste at that!

If he hadn't just become the backbone of the other side nowadays, would he have
fought with such a fool?

"Are the people coming really strong?" Forest Wolf T4000 asked in a low voice,
just now Lin Hao's sudden outburst had horrified him, and he didn't want to die.

Chapter 1470

White Dwarf, angry, gritted his teeth and said, "Can't you feel it?"

ForestWolf T4000 blushed a little, he did feel it, but he didn't feel like one of his
own. If this wasn't one of his own, he'd really be dead ......



He still had half a regeneration heart in his hand, and the reason he had been

unafraid for so long in the war was because he had the regeneration heart Lin Hao needed! And
apparently at that moment when Yuan Wu set aside time, he knew that not only did Lin Hao need

it, but the Dragon Sect needed it badly too! So, this was his greatest guarantee!

Once the final moment came, he could completely defend himself! So he didn't
want to be without a bottom in his heart!

Forest Wolf T4000 wasn't talking, but crossed with White Dwarf to dodge Lin

Hao and Yuan Wu's terrifying killing attack!

In just a few dozen seconds, Yuan Wu had already swung dozens of slashes, yet
only a few of them had hit, and even if they did, they only left the two men slightly shaken!

The reason for his frenzied attack was that he sensed a terrifyingly familiar aura,
an aura he had dealt with back in the war!

That is to say, the M country has sent over reinforcements again, and also

disregarded the world security organization, and privately sent such a powerful cyborg?Westland

West land closed zero dye? The M Nation has sent reinforcements!

"M country has sent over strong reinforcements, very strong, the peak battle power
of the middle stage of the Grand Master, considered the group at the top of the world! I'm no

match for him, and you probably aren't either! If we really want to deal with such a person, unless
he comes to our border, maybe we still have a chance! But above the high seas, I'm afraid we

won't stand a chance!" YuanWu said in a low voice, not forgetting to glance back after he finished,
not a trace of fear could be seen in his eyes!



The strongest, perhaps, are all like that!

Lin Hao naturally felt it, otherwise how could he possibly advance in the Extreme

Dao?

But so what?

He stared at Yuan Wu and found that the cause wasn't afraid either, but said with
a smile, "Even if he came, so what? Middle peak Grand Master?"

Yuan Wu froze after hearing Lin Hao's words, this youth, he really was crazy and
confident! And overbearing too!

Suddenly Yuan Wu felt old again! Yes, he hadn't been afraid either, yet he was
worried that Lin Hao was afraid, he was really overthinking himself! Look at how many things Lin

Hao had done before he came? He even felt that if he hadn't come, I'm afraid Lin Hao wouldn't
have lost so quickly!

With his current killing spree, what if the three came? He had never worried about

losing, and all he could think about was that until the last moment, it was still uncertain who
would win or lose! But now they're losing before they've even opened up! And the two of us had
the advantage of playing!



The fleeting battle, the death of Arashiyama! The fall of that moment touched the
hearts of countless people, and the Silver Wolf King Bigir could hardly speak to comment on the

battlefield at that moment, it was too shocking!

To think that the Chinese King he had once 'fooled' was so powerful, he would not
have dared to do so even if he had been given a hundred thousand guts at that time!

Feeling his heart beating violently, he looked to the Giant Eagle King and was

almost as dumbfounded, could it be otherwise? A Chinese king, who not so long ago had been a

disgrace to himself and others, was now on top of the world and beginning to dominate the

world's landscape. After all, he knew after leaving the Vampire King's side that he had made the

right choice!
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